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Rhino Truck Bodies is an Authorised body builder & a
NRCS Approved truck body builder that specializes in
building Brand New Truck Bodies. Rhino Truck Bodies has
homologation documents for numerous popular brands
such as Isuzu, Mercedes Benz, Hino, Nissan, FAW,
Powerstar, Eicher and many more. 

Established in 2010 & based in Port Shepstone - our focus
is providing quality products  at competitive pricing while
also providing more affordable options for those who may
not need all the bells and whistles.

At Rhino Truck Bodies, we understand the importance of
timely delivery and offer efficient turnaround times to our
valued customers.

With high-end machinery like benders, guillotines and
plasma cutters, Rhino Truck Bodies is able to create
custom solutions that meet the unique needs of our
customers. Whether you're in need of a heavy-duty work
truck or a more lightweight option, Rhino Truck Bodies
has the expertise and experience to get the job done
right.

WE OFFER 
BODIES

At Rhino Truck Bodies we build a variety of different
dropside bodies from low spec to high spec.
Our dropside bodies can be made from a selection of
different materials including Stainless steel, Corten
steel & mild steel. The panels of the dropside body
come with different height & length options to suit our
customers' needs.
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TIPPER  

LIVESTOCK 

VACUUM 
Our tipper trucks are built with a variety of high-quality anti
corrosive materials and are designed to withstand heavy-
duty use, ensuring durability and longevity. We offer a
variety of tipper sizes to choose from as well as different
thicknesses of steel. Our tippers are installed with only the
best Italian PTO's & hydraulics on the market to ensure our
customers' have the least down time possible. We offer
several options to add to your tipper such as hydraulic tank
guards, asphalt trays and many more.  

"QUALITY IS REMEMBERED, LONG AFTER THE PRICE IS FORGOTTEN" 

Our taughtliner bodies come in various sizes &
have  the option of anti theft mesh or
standard curtains to protect your cargo inside.
The body also has the option of rear doors.
Our taughtliner bodies are built with the
option of centre posts or side posts to  provide
good strength. 

Our vacuum tankers are built to last - with high
quality Cor-Ten steel to provide good strength.
At Rhino Truck Bodies we offer the option of
using different materials to suit your needs &
budget . We pride ourselves with the best quality
Broom Engeneering pumps on the market to
promote longevity & keep you up & running.  

Rhino Truck Bodies offers livestock carriers that
are an excellent investment for those in the
agricultural industry. They are designed to
provide durable and reliable transportation for
livestock, ensuring their safety and comfort is
put first. Livestock bodies are built to our
customers' specifications.
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At Rhino Truck Bodies, our water tankers are built with
high-quality materials that ensure durability and longevity. 
The tanks are made from tough, corrosion-resistant
materials that can withstand heavy usage & harsh
conditions. 
Our water tankers are customizable to meet the specific
needs of the customer. They come in various sizes with
different capacities.
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VAN  
Our Van bodies come in a variety of standard
sizes but can be custom built to fulfil your
needs. There is an option for side doors to
assist with easy loading access as well as nose
cones. Our van bodies are built  to be as light
as possible while also being as strong &
reliable as possible to make sure your goods
get to your desired destination.  

TAUGHTLINER WATER  T A N K E R S  B O D I E S C A R R I E R  
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A few of our livestock bodies include:
Cattle Bodies 
Horse Bodies 

Sheep Bodies  
Chicken Bodies  


